
The Name Game
and Dance Invitation™

PROTOCOL

The Dance Invitation™ is the first step to dancing in partnership with your dog.

Our intention with the Dance Invitation is to invite a Heart-to-Heart Connection

and a Physical Connection with our dog.

Now, for many of us, we can’t just start with the Dance Invitation because our dogs

won’t know how to respond. If you and your dog normally use treats and a cued

recall, it will be awkward for both of you. So, we start with our bridge to make it fun

and easy to make the transition to partnership.

That’s the Name Game! In effect, we will merge the Name Game and the Dance

Invitation into one smooth process of attentive, responsive partnership building!

Let’s break it down.
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YOUR BRIDGE TO PARTNERSHIP: The Name Game!

The purpose of the Name Game:

● Make absolutely 100% sure that your dog LOVES to hear you call their name

and responds with eagerness and delight!

● Teaches YOU to be attentive to setting your partnership up for success.

● Creates your foundation of mutual attentive responsiveness, resulting in

your dog running toward you just for the love of it...without your ‘recall’ cue.

Now, before you learn the steps, there’s one important thing you need to know

about a partnership lifestyle. We have a rule that we always, always follow. This

rule influences every choice we make, every ask we make of our dogs...it becomes a

natural part of our partnership lifestyle.

That rule is:

The 95% RULE

The 95% Rule

“If you aren’t 95% sure that your dog can do a thing: do not ask!”

~Kathy Kawalec, Dancing Hearts

Here’s how that works: You will do a quick mental assessment, assessing the

probability of success.

Ask yourself:

What is the likelihood that my dog will respond to my request?
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If your dog is like, "Oh look, there's a squirrel in that tree!!!" It's not a good time to

play the name game and less likely that your dog will accept your invitation to

connect at that moment. If you look at your dog, and your dog is digging up a mole

in the backyard, probably not a good time to invite your dog.

Got it? You're going to do a quick assessment: Do I have a really, really, really solid

chance that my dog is going to respond to my name game and dance invitation?

If it’s not 95%: Change stuff up to make it 95%. Or, simply choose to NOT invite! It’s

perfectly ok to just let your dog be a dog! :)

How To Play The Name Game

Step 1. First is to generate a feeling of love in your heart for your dog. Think of how

much you love your dog, then say your dog's name ... see step 2.

Step 2. Say your dog's name in a happy sing-song voice with love in your heart.

When you first start this, do it when your dog is right there at your feet, already

looking at you. It’s ok if your dog knows you have treats.

Say your dog's name in a sing-song happy way: "Buuusteeerr?! Kaaaatie?!" Allow

your heart and your voice to be infused with joy and love for your dog. You don't

have to make it high pitched and fake-y, or baby talk-y. It's just happy in your own

voice. It has a happy question mark at the end of it. So it's almost like a question:

"Will you accept my invitation?"

Step 3. Love your dog, give a treat, rinse and repeat. As you sing out your dog's

name, you give your dog a treat at the same time. Repeat: "Kaatie!" Treat. So you're

going to say name, treat, name, treat. You want to make sure that your dog loves to

hear you sing out their name. Loves it. Like, "Oh my goodness, I love when she says

my name!"
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Now, this part is really important: you are holding unconditional love and

appreciation for your dog in your mind and in your heart. It’s on your face. Your dog

has NO DOUBT about how you feel.

“The treats are a token of your love and appreciation ...

not a payment exchanged for a behavior.”

~Kathy Kawalec, Dancing Hearts

NAME GAME TIPS

Play the name game only a few times in a row, with your dog right there, already at

your feet and attentively looking at you. Soon, you'll start adding the dance

invitation. (instructions below)

The Name Game and Dance Invitation is a lifestyle, not a training exercise. You're

not going to do training sessions. You can do a couple, just to get the hang of it in

the beginning, but you really want to build this into your everyday life, as you see

opportunities to connect and invite. "This is US!"

What most of us find is that we'll use the name game sometimes, but other times

we don't even need to use the name game as the bridge before the Dance

Invitation. We can just invite our dogs, because they're so attentive and responsive

... It’s as if they always have one ear and one eye on us!

Alright, now let’s add in the Dance Invitation!
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YOUR PARTNERSHIP FOUNDATION:
The Dance Invitation™

The 5 Dance Invitation Communication Elements

Think of the Dance Invite Like a Play Bow !!  Be Inviting!!

Your 3P’s:

● Position - Facing Each Other

● Posture - Soft, Relaxed, Inviting “Play Bow”

● Presence - Close, contained within

Your Movement:

● Direction - Backing away from your dog

● Animation - Quick and fun

●
Your Eyes:

● Eye contact with your dog initially, then switch to ...

● Soft eyes on dog, solid focus on your hands

Your Hands:

● Position - Lower than dog’s chin, cupped upward

● Movement - still or lowering as dog approaches

● Touch your dog under their chin, or on their chest (never on

top of head)

Your Voice:

● Modulation - happy, fun, yet soft

Modify:

● Any of the five elements to suit your physical capabilities

● and/or your dog's sensitivity/needs, so your dog finds you

inviting and loving.
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BECOMING PARTNERS WITH
The Dance Invitation™

Your Protocol

Now let’s put the whole sequence together and start to create your partnership

lifestyle!

Step 1: Heart-to-Heart Connection - feel love for your dog!

Step 2: 95% Rule - will my dog likely respond to my invitation?

Step 3: Name Game - sing out your dog's name in a happy voice!

Step 4: Love your dog - and give the treat as a token of your unconditional love!

Step 5: Invite a Connection! Start very close and use the 5 Dance Elements.

Step 6: Love every single moment and every step as your dog moves toward you!

Step 7: Make it a lifestyle...not a training session. Connect and invite in your life!

TIPS for the Dance Invitation™

At first, you’ll be inviting this connection when it’s really easy. Start with your dog

already attentive, at your feet. As you say your dog's name, simply back up a step or

two, inviting your dog to move with you. There is no gap between you and your dog

at first.

Find opportunities in the house, or in your yard/garden...when you or your dog are

not seriously distracted by stuff in the environment. Start by inviting your dog
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when you’re already close together. Then you’ll invite them from across the room.

Soon you’ll be inviting your dog from across the house, or across the yard!

You’ll always be following the 95% Rule, and the trust between you and your dog

will keep growing with every success.

If you only love your dog when they arrive, that is conditional love and a training

mindset - praise for compliance. We're not going to do that....love every single step

and every single moment all along the way!

You're going to love from your heart, and you may love verbally, audibly, in a way

that works for your dog...that doesn't freak your dog out, that doesn't get your dog

over aroused, that doesn't get your dog over excited, or cause your dog to be

worried.

You're going to modulate your communication according to what your dog needs ...

on that day, at that time.

This is the start of your brilliant partnership lifestyle!

What’s Next?

Once you and your dog are confident and competent with the Name Game and

Dance Invitation as part of your daily life …

It’s time to learn the rest of the Dance Steps!

You’ll find instructions  for the next two Dance Steps, and the protocol for when

and how in the BPA FF course, and in the BPA Masterclass “The Dance - Moves to
Partnership”.
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